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Overview

This research attempts to document moving from a face to face, brick and mortar environment to online environment from a student’s perspective. This was investigated by using Cultural Historical Activity Theory as a starting point, and one on-line synchronous Change Laboratory to collaboratively co-create and document the experiences of students. It used two primary online tools to facilitate this process—Microsoft Teams and Microsoft OneNote. By using Microsoft OneNote as a tool, this allowed for synchronous online collaboration both between research and participants, and between the participants themselves. It demonstrates how this shared meaning and understanding of their new online environment (new activity system) in a live environment opened real time discussion of shared issues (contradictions) and fostered solidarity as they moved forward towards the end of their online learning experience.

Introduction

This research focused on using a history wall as a primary method of data collection. This method was chosen by the researcher to actively engage research participants, during the live change laboratory session, to share their individual experiences, in their own words, of the new online system. This allowed participants the freedom to express their experiences with the information flow moving from participant to the researcher, rather than more traditional approaches i.e., an interview which often contains predetermined questions and information typically instigated by the researcher and answered by participants.

Some challenges that were experienced by carrying this process out online were that some participants needed more clarification on what was required than others. It was difficult to go into any detail on explanations as time was always a factor. Also, only one participant used the headings of the new activity system to structure their history wall contribution (see Figure 5 below), and while this was not a requirement it was suggested by the researcher as a possible way the participants could structure their walls. This sometimes led to a lot of unstructured information on walls, which made it a bit more challenging to extract information on certain topics.

Context

At the end of 2020, due to Covid 19, educational institutions, in particular third level institutions, had to move online to finish out the academic year. This has been termed ERT (Emergency Remote Teaching). However, in September 2021, nearly one year later, students continuously voiced their dissatisfaction with the online delivery at the time. There is currently a gap between what institutions think that students want and what students actually want, including what works and what does not work, particularly in that unprecedented time. Previous literature focused on the period of ERT (approx. 18 March 20 to 30 Jun 20) however there is very little literature on student experience of what has happened since.
Previous research indicates that it may be possible to bridge this gap in expectations through a process of ‘co-creation’ in which staff and students work together to voice their experiences of the past system and the current system and identify weaknesses that will help them to position themselves better in their online community going forward.

I piloted the Change Laboratory as a methodology to carry out this research in an online environment where all communication takes place through technology. I chose this as a methodology at this time as it is a recognised research methodology for helping groups undertake tasks together to bring about improvements in practices.

The ultimate goal of the research was to assist students in bringing about an awareness of the different components of the new activity system that they were currently operating in that would allow the researcher to experience and highlight student voice, and to give them an opportunity to feel that they were heard through the participation in the study. This was to address the main issue at this time that the students felt unheard.

Some obstacles that were overcome by opting for a live synchronous Change Laboratory:

- Access to research participants during a particularly turbulent time that was not time intensive for them;
- Supports the goal of assisting with the sharing of experiences with each other in a live environment to capture how they were feeling in that moment and to appreciate how others may feel similar or different and experiencing others point of view of their issues;
- By introducing them to the theoretical framework of activity theory this assisted me to explain through this framework the different factors at play in both the old and new systems and give them an insight into different components of the activities.

### Approach taken

Initially I explained the concept of a change laboratory in the participant information sheet. I also explained the traditional approaches of Change Laboratory in the literature reviewed to date and highlighted that as my approach was going to be a “live”, once-off 2-hour synchronous session, it was very much experiential as to my knowledge this has not been attempted to date in the current literature.

An extract from the Participant Information Sheet:

**What will happen if I take part?**

The online meeting of myself as researcher and students will run using a methodology called the Change Laboratory as noted above. In the meeting you will be invited to:

- discuss the face to face “activity system” experienced last year and compare to your experiences online this year
• consider how participation in this activity will help you position yourself for the remainder of the academic year.
• give feedback on your experience of being involved in the process, and offer any thoughts on how the process might be improved for future use.

The agenda and process for the Change Laboratory session will be explained at the start of the meeting before any discussions take place.

When participants consented to take part, I then set up a Microsoft Team specifically for this online change laboratory as can be seen in Figure 1 below.

I then spent quite a considerable amount of time preparing for the live session. As this was a once off session, I was cognisant of the pressure to achieve what I wanted to achieve in a very small window of time. Small obstacles could turn out to be detrimental to the process on the day, e.g., if the technology did not work at the allocated time. The saying *fail to prepare, prepare to fail* rang true during this time. On the evening of the session all participants logged into the team and was then presented with a one note document. One note was chosen as the collaborative tool for this process as it allowed participants to share ideas in a live environment and allowed transparency of entries both between participants and researcher and between the participants themselves.
Then participants were brought through their old activity system of their current course in the historic face-to-face environment. Each object was explained by the researcher and in agreement with and participants this old system was subsequently labelled. Then participants were presented with a blank system and were asked to label their new current system.

After this process the participants were then asked to complete a reflective learning log (history wall) (Sannino, 2020) for the year (see Figure 4). This tool was used to help the researcher and the participants document the first steps of the expansive learning cycle of questioning and analysis. Participants and the researcher as interventionist then read each other’s walls and contradictions and tensions were discussed. This was a good example of live member checking in action. Using Microsoft OneNote for the process worked particularly well. Each participant had their own “tab” in OneNote, and both participants and researcher could move seamlessly in real time between tabs noting the contributions. Below is a short video (54 sec) of the synchronous session showing the Microsoft Teams set up and participants contributing to their history walls using one note.
The history walls then became the primary method of the data collection process. The researcher also transcribed the full two-hour session verbatim, and took notes during the session.

Overall I think this research was successful as it assisted with developing a positive attitude generally in the participants as they moved forward towards the end of their course. The use of a change laboratory as an intervention was initially a risky option, but reflecting back I am looking forward to using it again, along with all the steps in the expansive learning cycle on a more robust project.

Thoughts for other people trying to do it

There is a lot of work in the preparation stages and keeping the momentum throughout the different stages of the expansive learning cycle. You will also collect robust data which may require a lot of work to decode and present. However, the quality of the data, in my experience, gathered through this methodology gives deep...
insights to the experiences of participants. So, if this is one of the primary goals of your research, I would highly recommend it😊.

A list of authors that I referenced through my study can be found in my paper (Gorman, 2022).
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